
Carey Federation—Half Term Intent and Implementation Planning  Term: Summer 2022  Year Group:      Year 1 and 2 

High Quality Texts: 

Daily story time.  

Pomegranate street  

Lila and the Secret of Rain  

Anna Habiscus 

Wangiri’s Trees of Peace Leaf 

Don’t Get Your Tutu in a Twist , All I 

Want is an Octopus.  

British Values & Multi-culturalism: 
R.E links to British values. 
School Council  
 
 

Keeping Safe: 
Covid procedures  
Online safety 
Being safe around roads and in the swimming pool 
SCARF materials—respecting rights and friendships and 
relationships 

‘Our Wider World’  

DT: Exploring moving parts and levers. Researching, designing, testing and evaluating the process of creating a moving part or lever.  

Geography: Learning what a human feature is and what a physical feature is. The children will be identifying the different features that are in Halwill using practical fieldwork, aerial 

images, maps and Google Earth. They will also be looking for similarities and differences between the UK and Kenya.  

History: How has transport changed? Class 2 will be exploring the world of transport and learning how it was in the past and what it has changed into now. We will be having a look into 

the future to discuss what transport may be like in 50 years time. In history, we will also be looking at a significant individuals in the transport world– George Stevenson and John McAdam.  

Science: Identifying the different seasons and learning all about plants. Growing, labelling the different parts and how more plants grow/seeds are spread. We will explore the world of 

botanists looking at Agnes Arber, Alan Titchmarsh and Captain Cook.  

P.E: We are going swimming! Learning some functional skills, netwall and cricket with Arena and P.E with Scott learning a variety of summer sport skills and more.  

R.E: Exploring how we can take care of others and for the world. Learning why it matters and Who is Jewish and how do they live in Britain today?  

Art: Learning all about artists Cas Holmes, Richard Tuttle and a local printer. In class, we will be making our own prints and textiles using a variety of techniques.   

Carey Qualities: 
 
Weekly celebration assemblies. 
Star of the day celebrating children doing the 5 r’s.  
Building relationships in class and during P.E sessions.  
 

Outdoor Learning: 

Weekly swimming lessons and outdoor P.E 

sessions , 

 Links to class work and Carey Qualities.   

Well-being: 

SCARF materials—respecting rights and 
friendships and relationships 

News: 

Use of BBC Newsround to explore and dis-

cuss current affairs and assembly.  

Communication and Language: 
Key vocabulary for topics explained 
and referred to and on displays and 
knowledge organisers. 
Word of the week.  
Word wall  
Public speaking activities and class 
assemblies.  
 


